Jakarta's offensive
increases suffering in
East Timor
In the previous issue of East Timor Report (November 1983), it was reported that in August 1983
Jakarta launched a new, large-scale military offensive in East Timor aimed at finally eliminating local
resistance to Jakarta's forced annexation.
Current reports indicate this offensive is continuing without any decisive outcome, despite the
confident prediction by Mario Carrascalao, the
Governor of East Timor, in October, that it would
succeed within months.
General Murdani's visit to Dili over Christmas in
fact strongly suggests the campaign has failed in
the short term. Speaking in Dili on Christmas night
to troops and local officials, the Commander-inChief felt it was necessary to again call on everyone
"in the mountains, the bush, the caves and in the
towns" to halt their struggle and surrender. He also
used the same occasion to boost troop morale
drawing an incongruous parallel between the birth
of Christ in the midst of suffering and the duty of
each Indonesian soldier to "sacrifice his life" if
necessary, in the service of the "unitary State of
Indonesia". The Supreme Commander also visited
ABRI (armed forces) posts in the sub-districts of
Oessu (Viqueque area), Natarbora (Manatuto area)
and Alas (Same area).
A Fretilin communique received in Lisbon in
mid January alleges the Indonesian army's basic
strategy is "to isolate the resistance and destroy it
sector by sector". 12,000 Indonesian troops are
involved, according to the report. In reply, Fretilin
claims to have used its improved organisation and
mobility to elude such encirclement and to have
responded by launching surprise attacks on Indonesian posts and columns in a number of different
sectors, including the border district a considerable
distance from the Baucau-Viqueque-Los Palos
region where the Indonesian forces are concentrated. For example, the communique reports that
in late November and early December "the second
company of Falintil (the Fretilin army) launched
several military actions against enemy posts at
Aitalik Dare and Rotutu killing 17 Indonesian
soldiers, capturing 2 light machine-guns, 9 automatic rifles, 10 mortars and 2 sets of binoculars
as well as army rations and uniforms".

According to Fretilin many war-wounded have
been hospitalised in Jakarta at Gatot Subroto
military hospital. It is also claimed that 269
ratihs (Timorese militia in the Indonesian army)
defected to Fretilin in late December-early January.
Serious food problems

According to an AFP report, datelined Jakarta
January 1, Indonesian Church sources claimed the
offensive "had completely disrupted already precarious food supplies in the territory. .. crops have
been destroyed and farmers have been unable to
get to their fields or to forage for food in the
forests. In the central region of Viqueque and the
eastern region of Los Palos, food shortages have
been aggravated by a flood of refugees with some
3000 currently living around the city of Viqueque".
Diplomats and other sources in Jakarta confirmed
the serious food scarcities in various areas, according
to AFP.

The offensive has completely disrupted
already precarious food supplies in the
territory.
In a confidential letter in late December the new
head of the Catholic Church in East Timor, Mgr
Belo, also expressed concern over the problem of
hunger and food shortages, He took this action
despite having received a written warning from the
local Religious Affairs office following a sermon in
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Fretilin forces
attack Indonesians

October in which he protested at the "arrests and
violence in East Timor".
These reports follow an Indonesian Antara News
report in December that the Governor of East
Timor, Mario Carrascalao, had said that as a result
of upheavals in East Timor "more than 25% of
the population need urgent government assistance".
•

Jakarta's new offensive has failed in the
short term.
Human rights

AFP also reported in its January 1 dispatch from
Jakarta: "arrests continue: 600 people brought in
for questioning recently in Dili, 125 in Baucau and
34 in Viqueque, well-informed sources said. 8
schoolchildren, ages 14-15, were arrested in
Viqueque and held `for several days in a room so
narrow they could not sleep' said one Catholic
source. Dozens of people, including 3 children,
were hauled away by unknown abductors in
civilian clothes, the sources said."
"They expressed fear that those abducted could
meet the same fate as the 3000-4000 presumed
criminals who have been executed by the `mysterykillers' stalking the entire archipelago since April.
Some 130 auxiliary Timorese troops attached to
the Indonesian army were disarmed and arrested,
the sources said. 90 were still in custody and the
fate of others was not known".
A letter dated January 13, written from Jakarta,
says in part: "many prisoners are sent to Bali to
be interrogated. Some have returned to Timor, but
nothing is known of the others... I point out that
Bali is the tourist centre of Indonesia. . . whose
special market is Australia. If you start a political
campaign about the prisoners in Bali maybe the
Australian Government will take this into consideration". (The Age, 25.1.84)

The Indonesian Government has in fact begun
trying some detainees in civil courts on subversion
charges. In the past 3 months 12 men have been
sentenced to 6 to 8 years imprisonment. 7 of
these, identified as school wardens, farmers and
fishermen, were charged with belonging to an illegal
to
according
Fretilin,
i.e.
organisation,
the Jakarta Post. (Australian, 29.2.84)
The August 8 incident

According to Jakarta (and Canberra) the Fretilin
killing of 16 Indonesians in the Viqueque area on
August 8 last is responsible for the renewed war in
East Timor. It is very difficult to decide which of
the now numerous accounts of that incident is the
correct one. In view of the importance attached to
it, however, another quite different version of the
events should be noted.
According to a highly-placed Timorese official
the Indonesians were not killed in cold blood or
for political motives as Jakarta would have us
believe but following a village festival when outraged Timorese turned on Indonesian soldiers who
had gatecrashed the festival and taken off and
raped Timorese women. In reprisal for the deaths
Indonesian troops killed 200 villagers. It is further
alleged that this serious breakdown of military
discipline was the reason for the recall to Jakarta
of the local Commander, Colonel Purwanto.

UN Human Rights
Commission looks at East
Timor again
The 40th session of the Human Rights Commission
of the UN, currently being held in Geneva, has
included East Timor on its agenda for the second
time.
At its 1983 session a resolution was passed re-
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France to switch UN vote
It is reliably reported by sources close to the
UN t}_at France has informed Portugal it will
in fut are vote with Indonesia on the question
of East Timor at the UN. To date France has
abstained.
Such a switch will he a major blow to the
cause Of self-determination for East Timor
and may well influence a number of Francophone African countries to move in the same
direction.
In justification of this policy change French
officials point to development progress in
East Timor and the number of Timorese
occupying senior positions in the administration, including the Governor and ViceGovernor -- conveniently- overlooking recent
French history, one might note, when the
Vichy Government administered France for
the occupying Nazi forces.
French-Indonesia trade rela ti ons are strong
and include a brisk business in arms sales.
The decision sits awkwardly with public
statements on the Timor issue by France's

affirming "the inalienable right of the people of
East Timor to self-determination in accordance
with General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)".
The resolution also called on "all interested parties,
namely Portugal, as the administering Power, and
the representatives of the East Timorese people,
as well as Indonesia, to cooperate fully with the
UN with a view to guaranteeing the free and full
exercise of the right to self-determination by the
people of East Timor". This singling out of East
Timor for a special resolution was highly unusual.
It is unlikely, however, that a majority of the
Commission's 42 members will vote in support of
a similar resolution during the current session
which commenced on February 6.
The most likely outcome will be a decision,
based on a recommendation from the UN subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities, to direct the Human
Rights Commission to continue monitoring the
human rights situation in Timor. Australia has
observer status only this year but it is to apply for
re-election.

International aid bodies
take up Timor issue
Two international aid consortiums have recently
adopted policies on East Timor adding their
voices to expressions of international concern
over the deteriorating situation in East Timor.
Meeting in Geneva in November 1983, the International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA)
overwhelmingly adopted a resolution calling on
President Suharto
1. "to permit foreign humanitarian organisations
to have access to those peoples and areas requiring assistance", and
2. to permit "an independent, international, fully
resourced, investigative mission... to visit East
Timor in order to ascertain the current situation

President, Francois Nlitieraid, a socialist.
Ile is quitted on camera during the Portugese
(;randy Ilcportagcm 1981.documcm ar~ on
East "i:imor as saving: "As a member of the
opposition before May 1 98 1 , I had the opportunity of expressing several times my worry
about what Was happening in Timor where...
it seemed an extremely hush repression was
taking place against a Dart of the population.
And I truly believe it would be necessary for
the UN. . . to carry out a serious investigation
for, whatever the country in question, it is
not acceptable that the .stronger shall crush
the weaker a n d carry out physical elitninalions
that may lead to the elimination of a whole
people. I am not dealing here with politics
or, let us say, with International law re the
status of Timor. I am speaking here of the
defence of the rights of people. Arid, if the

United Nations fails to take an initiative. then
France, if such should be the case, would fulfil
this duty''. (c nrphaois ad(led)

including the needs of the people of East Timor".
ICVA, established in 1962, is an international
association of non-government non-profit organisations active in the fields of relief and development. Member agencies include the World Council
of Churches, Lutheran World Federation, Catholic
Relief Services (US), YWCA, Oxfam, Novib, Caritas,
and ACFOA. Two member agencies, whose names
are not known, abstained from voting on the resolution.
ICVA 's Executive Secretary, Anthony Kozlowski, can be
contacted at 13 Rue Gautier, 1201 Geneva, Switzerland.

The International Coalition for Development
Action (ICDA), at its general meeting in Barcelona
also in November,
1. called on "all its associated national coalitions
to take appropriate action in support of the right
of the East Timorese people to self-determination
including requesting their respective governments
to support the right to self-determination in the
forum of the United Nations"; and
2. agreed "to write to the Secretary General of the
United Nations, Mr Perez de Cuellar, expressing
concern and urging his intervention to stop the
fighting in East Timor and ensure that the
people of East Timor have the right to selfdetermination and to take steps to ensure that
Red Cross is not restricted in delivering the full
range of its services to all the people of East
Timor".
The ICDA network involves groups and agencies
from 21 industrialised countries who cooperate on
issues such as trade and development in the
UNCTAD forum, the infant formula campaign,
and plant variety rights. Member groups include
the Vienna Institute for Development, the Danish
Youth Council, War on Want (UK), the Canadian
Council for International Cooperation, and the
Finnish UN Association.
ICDA's address is: Rue des Bollandistes 22, 1040 Brussels,
Belgium.
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UNICEF in East Timor
While the ICRC remains virtually excluded from
the main island of East Timor, the United Nations
Childrens Fund (UNICEF) has been permitted to
continue its "special project of basic services for
children, mothers and their families".
Presumably the restrictions placed on the ICRC
have to do with its involvement in the more sensitive
area of human rights and prison visitation and its
insistence on freedom of movement throughout
the island during a time of intensified Indonesian
military activity.
The UNICEF project commenced in June 1982
and was extended from July 1, 1983 for a further
12 months. Its 1983-4 budged is $637,000 to which
Australia has contributed $500,000.
The project functions in conjunction with the
Indonesian Government and the PMI (Indonesian
Red Cross) and is located in 7 sub-districts "where
there is a precarious food balance", to employ
UNICEF's words. Basic services are offered to
children, mothers and their families especially to
the most vulnerable groups — under-5 children and
pregnant and lactating women.
The program comprises:
* literacy and adult education
* supplementary feeding of malnourished children
(using local foods where possible)
* basic health care (including immunisation against
yaws, measles etc.)
* basic food production training (including home
gardening, and small animal, poultry and fish
production)
* community leadership training.
As of January 1984, UNICEF has 2 staff mem-

bers working full-time in East Timor, backed up
up by the UNICEF representative (Mr Dan Brooks)
and his staff of 98 in Jakarta who, it is claimed,
have full access to the program.

105 members of US
Congress urge Reagan to
act on Timor
In the largest single expression of Congressional
concern to date over East Timor, a bi-partisan group
of 105 US House Members has written to President
Reagan in mid-December 1983 expressing concern
over reports of a new Indonesian offensive "in the
predominantly Roman Catholic territory of East
Timor".
The 105 members including 9 Republicans, also
expressed grave disquiet that unrestricted access
has been denied to the ICRC which "has provided
the only meaningful neutral observers" during the
conflict.
Noting that his scheduled November visit to
Indonesia was postponed, the letter urges President
Reagan to advocate "a resumption of negotiations"
between Indonesia and Fretilin and to work "with
Portugal and Australia to develop creative policies
to address the underlying causes of the ongoing
human suffering in East Timor".
The letter concludes: "it is our sense that the
fate of East Timor is at a critical juncture... constructive diplomacy could prevent further bloodshed and misery".
The letter was prepared at the initiative of Rep. Tony P.
Hall, a Democrat from Ohio, who can be contacted at
1009 Longworth House Office Building, Washington DC
20515, USA.
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The former head of the Catholic Church in East Timor, Mgr da Costa Lopes, is received by the Pope in Rome. The Mgr told
the UN Commission of Human Rights in Geneva on February 21, 1984 that the "war will go on and on for as long as natural
justice and freedom are denied to the East Timorese people"

Indonesian Bishops call
for end to war in East
Timor
In a significant new development the Catholic
Bishops of Indonesia have recently broken their
silence on East Timor and expressed their "sympathy and solidarity" with the Church and people
of East Timor whom,they describe as "being deluged
by most bitter trials both physically and spiritually".
In a letter to the Church in East Timor, dated
November 17, 1983, the Bishops write "we have
met in our hearts with all, but especially with those
who are suffering, with those who have been
wounded in body and spirit, with those who have
lost parents, children, relatives and friends, with
those who have lost possessions, with those who
have lost any source of income and even with those
who have lost their lives".
In a clear reference to the current military
offensive, the Bishops say their first concern is "a
return to peace for all those now at war".
They add that this must be accompanied by an
enforcement of "respect for those things considered
most sacred by the people of East Timor: their
religion, their family and their land".
An "extraordinary" effort is required by "both
parties now confronting each other", the letter
continues, to appreciate each other's attitudes and
aspirations.

The letter is signed on behalf of the Bishops
Conference of Indonesia by its President, Mgr
F.X. Hadisumarta O.Carm., and secretary, Mgr
Leo Soekoto, SJ, the Archbishop of Jakarta. It is
addressed to the Apostolic Administrator of the
Dili diocese, Mgr Carlos Belo and his clergy and
religious. Mgr Belo attended the Indonesian Bishops
Conference in November at their invitation and
delivered an emotional report on the situation in
East Timor.
The Bishops' letter is significant in that it is the
first time the Conference has publicly expressed
concern over East Timor. The Indonesian Catholic
Church is the third largest Catholic community in
Asia after the Philippines and India.

Peace is an enterprise of justice not
merely the absence of war or something
brought about by dictatorship.
The letter conveys an acute sense of the suffering
in East Timor. Any material assistance given so far
by the Indonesian Church has been, the Bishops
say, "a drop of water compared to the ocean of
pain suffered by our brothers and sisters".
Of particular concern are "the orphans who have
lost their parents", "widows and young girls
wounded both physically and spiritually", "the
sick and wounded". Other priorities are the edu-
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cation system, teacher training, economic rehabilitation and support for the Dili diocese.
The Bishops' letter closes with a prayer "that we
will never be frightened from searching for a road
to peace", noting that peace is an "enterprise of
justice". . . "not merely the absence of war" or
something "brought about by dictatorship". The
Church in East Timor must be "the vanguard" in
this search, "holding strong until the above ideals
are attained".

British Government to
consult UN Secretary
General about sending a
UN envoy to East Timor
The Minister of State at the British Foreign Office,
Mr Richard Luce, told a Parliamentary human
rights delegation on January 18, 1984 that the
British Government would ask the UN Secretary
General whether he would visit East Timor or send
an envoy there in fulfilment of the mandate given
him by the General Assembly in 1982 to consult
with all parties to the dispute in that country.
The delegation emphasised that in order to
satisfy the requirements of the mandate the UN
should consult with Fretilin and could only do so
if the Secretary General or his envoy were physically
present in East Timor. As yet only Indonesia and
Portugal have been consulted under the terms of
the mandate.
The delegation from the British Parliamentary
Human Rights Group comprised Lord Avebury
(Liberal), Sir Bernard Braine (Conservative) and
Robert Parry (Labour).
Welcoming the Minister's undertaking, the delegation emphasised that it would be necessary to
achieve a ceasefire to ensure the safety of any UN
envoy.
In December 1983, 128 members of Parliament
from all parties signed an Early Day Motion calling
on the British Government "to halt the sale of
arms to Indonesia and to take other urgent steps to
press Indonesia to halt military operations in East
Timor".

A Timorese appeal for
support
January, 1984
Dear Friends,
I hope you are happily surprised to receive this
letter from East Timor. Perhaps it will give
you more courage to continue to help us. This is
what everyone in East Timor is asking to be done
for them by those who love peace and justice in
the free world outside East Timor.
Our heaviest blow is that up to now violence and
terror have increased so much. Our faith and
our tenacity in affirming the love of our own
national identity have been the only source of
strength for the struggle we endure.
... Many more people are involving themselves in
our struggle for freedom... No matter how great
are the risks we will need to go through, while
always in harmony with the teaching of the
Vatican, we are trying to adapt ourselves even
more deeply in the realism of the situation of
East Timor.
If it can be said we are Christians, it should
be said we are East Timorese Christians.
Please try to convince the free world that the
only realistic attitude to be taken in regard to
East Timor is to help us obtain justice and
peace in this Twentieth Century world.
The price we are now paying for our struggle is
imprisonment, bombardment, and arbitrary decisions taken in regard to the daily fate of our
people by people in charge' from the opposition
side.
Like others in the world who suffer the same
conditions as ourselves, we are still living out
our Passion... May the Lord help you to be in
time to do something to help us.
Signed
A theological student in East Timor
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Contributions to help defray costs of production and
postage would be most welcome.
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Allegation of secret Portuguese-Indonesian p an
Editor's note: Frctilin's representative
at the UN, Jose Ramos Ilona, believes
that the UN Undersecretary General,
Mr Rafceuddin Ahmed, whom Perez de
Cuellar has assigned to help settle the
Timer dispute, will visit East Titnc)r this
year as part of a secret IndonesianPortuguese plan to kill the issue at the
UN. While not opposed in principle to a
UN visit. Frei ilin believes that such a
visit should only be undertaken by a
neutral envoy whose credentials are
acceptable to all. Fretilin is categorically
opposed to a visit by Ahmed, a Pakistani
national. because of his perceived pro-

Indonesian sympathies.
Further, says Hurra, the 1982 General
Assembly mandate obliges the Secretary
General to involve the East Timorese,
including Fretilin, in all moves to resolve
the dispute.
In this contest it is timely to recall that
tttempts by the UN Special Envoy,
\Vinspeare Guicciardi, to visit Fretilin
areas in 1976 were completely frustrated
by the Indonesian Government. Ile spent
only 2 days in the territory making brief
stays at Dili and 3 other towns securely
under Indonesian control.
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